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1. Introduction 

Terratec is, with operating a wide selection of advanced sensor systems for data collection 

mounted on different platforms, to be reckoned as a total supplier of georeferenced data. To 

meet the demands of effective data capture and precise high-resolution data in the market, 

TerraTec has, in collaboration with Lead’Air, custom built an integrated sensor system 

optimized for corridor mapping (i.e. road network, railroad, powerlines) from air, the 

MIDAR-H system. The newest system integration by laser scanners was acquired in 2016. The 

system has been used on relevant projects both within Norway and internationally, and is 

partially a result of the R&D project in cooperation with Innovation Norway and Trafikverket.  

This report seeks to present the technical specifications of the currently operating sensor 

system, the MIDAR-H, it’s advantages, disadvantages, and the possibilities when using this 

system in regards of quality, details and final products.  

2. System developement 

For many years Terratec has executed helicopter-borne data capture with a laser scanner and 

a vertical camera mounted in a pod attached to the helicopter skid.   

The size of the pod made the use of a gyro stabilized mount impossible, thus resulting in 

challenging data capture as helicopters traditionally generate more movements than a fixed 

wing aircraft. The movements, if not stabilized, leading to possible problems both in execution 

and the resulting quality. 

Based on a Finnish tendering request in 2015, Terratec saw the need for a solid upgrade of 

sensor system used in helicopter-borne data capture. By further client requests the need to 

solve for simultaneous capturing of high detailed oblique images in forward and backward-

looking direction occurred. With high demands of sharpness in the images, a gyro-

stabilization was essential for this solution. 

In close collaboration with Lead’Air Inc, a US based company specializing in integration of 

advanced sensor systems, Terratec acquired the first version of a custom-built helicopter-

borne system in 2015; an integration of one laser scanner with a vertical looking camera and 

two oblique looking cameras.  

Since then, the system has undergone several larger upgrades, where the more important 

upgrade involves an integration of two laser scanners in 2016. This does not only efficiently 

double the point density, but is also an important step in securing better coverage in the high-

resolution point clouds. 

In 2017 Terratec was granted a large contract with ProRail, the Dutch governmental 

organization responsible for maintenance and extensions on the railroad network in the 

Netherlands. The overall goal of the project is data capture of the complete network 

(approximately 4000 km of railroad) using MIDAR-H for mapping and interpretation of 

objects.    



3. System details 

As described in chapter 2, there has been major upgrades of technology and the sensor 

systems used on helicopter over the last few years. The currently operating custom-built 

sensor system (MIDAR-H) consists of the following components: 

- Gyro-stabilized platform (nose mount) 

- Two Riegl VUX-1LR laser scanners 

- Two Nikon D810 oblique cameras 

- One Phase One iXU-RS 1000 vertical camera 

- Applanix AP50 (POS AV/510) GNSS/INS system 

- Data and Control rack with redundant SSD based disk storage for LiDAR data and 

images. 

- Tracker Flight Management System 

 

Figur 1:Left: Photo of the sensor system. Right: CAD drawing showing the mounting of the cameras and the 
laser scanners 

3.1 Gyro-Stabilization 

The helicopter nose mount is gyro-stabilized in all directions. The limits for the gyro-mount 

are +/- 15 degrees in pitch, +/- 30 degrees in roll and +/- 25 degrees in yaw (crab angle). The 

Applanix AP50 (POS AV/510), including an inertial measurement unit (IMU), is installed on 

the same rigid base plate as the laser scanners and the cameras. The angular movements of 

the gyro-stabilized nose mount are recorded by the Applanix system. The “gimbal” data is 

applied during the post processing of the GNSS/IMU data to correct for the relative movement 

of the GNSS antenna with respect to the IMU. 

By getting input from the Applanix AP50 GNSS/INS system, the helicopter nose mount keeps 

the sensor system horizontal and aligned with the flying direction during data capture. It is 

thereby possible to avoid gaps in the data coverage and to capture images that are nicely 

aligned to each other (along direction). This is also an important improvement in regards of 

the quality of point clouds as the data traditionally seen captured from helicopter is very much 

affected by movements, whereas the gyro-stabilization ensures an even point distribution for 

the laser point cloud. 



Additionally, the use of gyro-stabilization on a helicopter-borne system results in higher 

efficiency in data capture, as gaps can be avoided more easily, flight plans can be less 

conservative thus saving time in air, and the need for re-flights is reduced.  

3.2  Laser scanners 

The two Riegl VUX-1LR laser scanners are mounted with an angular offset of +20 and -20 

degrees with respect to the flying direction, tilted 10 degrees up and down. This configuration 

is selected to achieve an optimal point distribution and to get a better coverage on vertical 

objects (masts, building facades, etc.). Additionally, this integration also ensures a better 

coverage in general, as the typical shadow areas present when using only one vertical looking 

laser scanner, is reduced due to the dual sightline of every given area on ground.  

Another technical specification of the Riegl VUX-1LR is the field of view (FOV) of 330 degrees, 

also providing good coverage on vertical objects. This extra wide field of view is also ideal 

when used in corridor mapping as presented in figure 2. Traditionally most laser scanners 

operated from air provides a narrower FOV than this specific laser scanner.  

 

Figur 2:Field of view (FOV) of Riegl VUX-1LR. (from Riegl VUX-1LR datasheet) 

Each of the scanners has a maximum pulse repetition of 820 kHz. At a flying height of 600 

feet (~ 180 m), the resulting laser point cloud will have a point density of approximately 70 

points/m2 (within a single flight line), in opposition to the previously captured 35 points /m2.  

When capturing data from a low altitude it’s essential to have a reasonable ratio between point 

density/distribution and footprint size. When considering the laser pulse transmitted from 

the scanner will form a cone due to signal divergence, the footprint is the area each individual 

laser pulse will cover as it hits the ground.  

 



The lower flying altitude, the smaller the footprint size on ground, and the footprint 

corresponding to flying altitude of 600 feet (~ 180 m) is 9 cm. A small footprint of the laser 

signal is generally considered a good thing, as it makes the measurements of sharp details and 

objects more distinct. However, if the point density and distribution is not corresponding to 

the footprint size, there might be a scenario where smaller object fall out between the 

measurements.  

With integration of only one Riegl VUX-1LR the point spacing was theoretically an issue as 

the resulting distance between each laser point was 17 cm from a flying altitude of 600 feet (~ 

180 m), whereas the footprint size was 9 cm. However, by the newest integration of two 

identical laser scanners, this problem is close to eliminated as the point spacing is reduced 

due to double point density, thus leading to a more complete coverage.  

3.3  Vertical Camera 

The specification of the vertical camera: 

- PhaseOne iXU-RS 1000 with 50 mm lens (Rodenstock) 

The ground sample distance (GSD) of the vertical images will be 1.8 cm at a flying height of 

600 feet (~ 180 m). 

3.4 Oblique cameras 

The oblique cameras are tilted 45 degrees forward and backward respectively.  

The specification of two cameras are: 

- Nikon D810 with 135 mm lens (Carl Zeiss Apo Sonnar T* 2.0), capturing high 

resolution images of  

The ground sample distance (GSD) of the oblique images is approximately 1.0 cm in the centre 

of the image at a flying height of 600 feet (~ 180 m). 

4. Standard products 

4.1 Classified point cloud 

An accurately classified point cloud is very important for deriving good products and analysis 

from the data set. Extracting a good ground model is the most basic product and a good 

foundation for extracting other features from the point cloud. Other objects possible to 

classify are, among others; wires, vegetation, buildings, bridges, poles, signs etc. There are 

various degrees of automatic object classifications, however, manual editing after automatic 

classification is always recommended for the best possible result. 



 

Figur 3:Example vectorzation of point cloud from MIDAR-H 

4.2 Vectorization 

Vectorization is done by using both images and the LIDAR point cloud (geometry and 

intensity values) as inputs and for assistance in the interpretation. Some features, like the 

transition between asphalt and gravel, are easier to see in the images than in the point cloud. 

Objects under dense vegetation, on the other hand, can be very well defined in the LIDAR 

point cloud data whilst invisible in images.  

The high-resolution point cloud captured with MIDAR-H makes it possible to vectorise small 

details and objects along corridors. This includes railroad geometry like the rails, and from 

the geometric objects it is possible to generate i.e. the centreline. Similarly, mapping of road 

geometry will provide accurate data sets. To automate the processes, it is possible to define 

section template of i.e. rail tracks, specifying the standard construction of the railroad 

geometry.  

TerraTec delivers vector data according to Norwegian and Swedish road authorities’ 

standards based on the MIDAR-H system, and has through a long experience with mapping 

from high-resolution sensor systems a durable production line for these products.  



 

Figur 4:Example vectorization based on orthophoto and point cloud from MIDAR-H 

There are continuous developments on software solutions to make vectorization a more 

automatic and efficient process without reducing the quality. Among the available softwares 

are TopoDOT, recently acquired by Terratec. For further details on vectorization and 

comparison of results using MIDAR-H and mobile mapping, see TerraTecs report 5C*.  

4.3 TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network)-models 

TIN models are solid, seamless models that are great for use in analysis and volume 

calculations. TerraTec offers TIN models customized to the needs of the client in terms of file 

size, thinning and accuracy. If vectorization is provided in the same project, the vector data 

can be added to the TIN model as break lines to improve the accuracy of the model. A typical 

delivery format for TIN models are; LandXML and DWG, but the models can also be delivered 

in other formats.  

 

 

 
 
 
________________________ 

*REPORT 5C, Comparison of road surface analysis and vectorization from helicopter borne 

data capture (MIDAR-H) and mobile mapping (Optech Lynx) 



 

Figur 5:TIN-model generated from point cloud and vectordata based on data collection by MIDAR-H 

4.4 Orthophoto 

High quality orthophotos is a standard option in all project flown with the MIDAR-H system. 

The GSD varies with the project flying height but a GSD of 2-2,5 cm is typical for road projects. 

Terratec can deliver all the typical raster formats. The most common delivery formats are 

uncompressed GeoTIFF or ECW along with a resampled version with larger GSD. 

 

 

 



 

Figur 6:Example orthophoto GSD 2cm. Note the high resolution in the zoomed section.  

4.5 Oblique images for interpolation 

In addition to traditional nadir images and generation of orthophoto, data capture with 

MIDAR-H permits photography of high detail oblique images along flying direction, both in 

forward and backward-looking direction. These images are of great usefulness for 

interpretation of objects along the road or railroad corridor, as well as a good tool for overview 

and visualization of the situation.  

The resolution varies with flying height, but the system permits GSDs of the oblique images 

of sub centimetre in at flying height of 180m.  



 

 

Figur 7:Examples of detailed oblique images, GSD 1cm, from data capture of Dutch Railroad Network 

Traditionally there has been a challenge in the usage and availability of these imagery data as 

the number of images are massive and the software solutions at the clients have been limited. 

For this use Blom Urbex, a well-established web interface for presentation of orthophoto, 

traditional N-S-W-E oblique images, as well as street images provides the availability to all 

interest. The interface is developed by Bloms software development office in Spain. With the 

acquisition of Blom in 2016, TerraTec gained access to this solution as a possible support tool 

for image deliveries to clients.  



Currently the solution supports presentation of oblique images captured with MIDAR-H in 

addition to the ability to include user selected vector layers. The future development involves 

full integration of orthophoto, oblique images and point cloud.  

4.6 Cable detection 

Cable detection of i.e. rail contact line or power line along roads are manageable by the point 

cloud from MIDAR-H. By semi-automatic procedures for cable detection i.e. the contact line 

and other wires can be vectorized. These objects are especially well defined in the point cloud 

from MIDAR-H due to the tilting of the two laser scanners forward and backward respectively.      

Dependencies connected to visibility of cables due to the material has been observed, but 

further analysis have not been conducted. 

 

Figur 8:Example point cloud from MIDAR-H used on railroad in the Netherlands. Tracks, wires and masts have 
been vectorized. 

4.7 Vegetation analysis 

To maintain secure and reliable operations of railway systems or road networks it is necessary 

to manage and control vegetation along corridors. Such analysis can be costly and time 

consuming when using field inspections as means of control. High resolution point clouds 

from helicopter borne data capture can, to a large degree, automate such inspections by 



analysing the location of vegetation relative to the infrastructure. This way, field work can be 

minimized to the areas in actual need of extra effort, i.e. vegetation trimming or tree felling.  

This has become a common method to streamline vegetation inspections along powerline 

corridors, but it’s also transferrable and highly relevant along transport corridors.  

Typical analysis possible are 3D distance analysis to contact line. Another possibility is to use 

the terrain model to calculate height of trees and hereby identify danger trees that will conflict 

with the infrastructure if the object falls towards the exposed object.  

 

Figur 9:Example of vegetation analysis, 3D distance analysis from powerline or contact line. 

4.8 Line of sight analysis 

The task of managing a road network involves a responsibility in securing safe traffic for the 

people using the network. With the high-resolution point cloud in combination with the 

vectorized road corridor, there are possibilities to do analysis of how far a person has a clear 

sight along driving direction. Obstacles such as vegetation, buildings, fences etc. taken into 

consideration. This kind of product is a useful tool to evaluate whether roads meet regulations 

related to clear sight, and in possible evaluations and revisions of speed limits, hence 

safeguarding the safety regulations.  

  



5. Quality achievable 

5.1 Vertical accuracy  

The accuracy achieved by the MIDAR-H system is very good thanks to good quality 

components, a rigid system rack, a well thought out system integration and good routines of 

calibration and processing of the data captured.    

Independent measurements will for most projects be used to control the point cloud, and 

ensure a stable connection to existing geodetic networks on project sites. The example of 

vertical accuracy documentation below is collected from two standard road projects 

conducted in Norway.  

Note that the accuracy of the surveyed control points of the first example is expected at 

approximately 2cm.  

5.1.1. Road project in Norway, no 1. 

Statistics of three control surfaces with 72 measured points showing the height accuracy of 

the MIDAR-H system. The points are measured by using RTK GNSS with correction data from 

the Norwegian Mapping Authorities’ CPOS base station network. The surveyed control points 

have an expected accuracy of approx. 2 cm. 

Average dz           +0.001 

Minimum dz           -0.042 

Maximum dz           +0.044 

Average magnitude     0.022 

Root mean square      0.025 

Std deviation         0.026 

                                                                

5.1.2. Road project in Norway 

Statistics of three control surfaces evenly distributed along the road corridor with three 

surveyed points per control surface. 

Average dz           +0.000 

Minimum dz           -0.033 

Maximum dz           +0.022 

Average magnitude     0.010 

Root mean square      0.014 

Std deviation         0.014 

5.2 Horizontal accuracy 



Traditionally in airborne laser data capture the vertical accuracy has been in focus. For 

accurate mapping of objects, including the focus of high horizontal accuracy is necessary. 

There are no automatic methods to control the horizontal accuracy at the present time, as will 

be the objects be manually controlled by trained processing personnel. 

 The current railroad project in the Netherlands require a high level of precision in. Figure 8 

shows high accuracy surveyed control points of railway platform edges. The circle around each 

control point has a radius of 5cm, illustrating a very good horizontal accuracy of better than 

5cm captured from air.    

 

Figur 10: Examples of achieved horizontal accuracy. 

6. Summary  

Over the last few years TerraTec has made upgrades of the laser scanning sensor system 

mounted on a helicopter platform. The most relevant sensor upgrades of great added value, 

with respect to products, is the integration of oblique images for interpretation and 

visualization.  

In regards of quality, the upgrade to two Riegl VUX-1LR acquired in 2016 makes it able to 

deliver high resolution point clouds with good coverage captured efficiently from air.  

Additionally, experienced quality recently seen in project, i.e. the railroad project in the 

Netherlands, presents a very good accuracy, both horizontally and vertically.  
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